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Abstract
This paper aims to analyze the problematics of teacher to develop curriculum Islamic Religious Education. This research used qualitative methods and data were gathered from literature reviews, observations, and in-depth interviews from teacher and student. The data analyzed with reduction, presentation, and conclusion. The results of this research revealed that The problems of Islamic education teachers in transmigration areas can be summarized into five things. They are first, they have to deal with active time management Secondary learning, management documents, such as students daily paper sheets, Learning Performing Plan / RPP, and other extra tasks from school and headmaster to the teacher for some training. Third, the lack of teaching materials causes. Fourth, the problem of conditional and competency teachers. Fifth, they have passive students
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Introduction

Regarding to the Ministry Education and Culture of Indonesia commanded for all school to implementation of Kurikulum 2013 (Indonesian National Education Curriculum made in Year 2013 /K-13) in the academic year 2018/2019. According to Hamid Muhammad as caretaker of Directorate General of Teachers and Education Personnel said that in K-13 the students are required and trained to critical thinking, creative, communicative, and collaborated skills1. The aims of K-13 are reinforcement student for well observed, asked, and represented knowledge that has already known2. Other than that, teachers has their own peer evaluation for students observation in social life implementation 3. The development of curriculum in K-13 also directly impact for Islamic education, particularly for teachers of Islamic Religious Teacher (PAI). Islamic Religious Teachers are considered the moral responsibility of student4. That means the K-13 integrated of spiritual, social, and intellectual, and skill in learning processes.

SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya is one of the primary school in West Sumatera has been implemented of K-13 as well5. In 2017, Net Enrollment Rate (APM) and Gross Enrollment Rate (APK) for

primary school in Dharmasraya region is very satisfying, which is 98.87% and 110.44% orderly. It means, all population of official age-elementary school group joined participated in primary school.6

However, there are some problems in primary school, especially in SDN 12 Koto Baru for Islamic Religious Education teacher in development of K-13. First, Dharmasraya as one of the county in Sumatera is transmigration area7 with progressivity infrastructure, but lower in educational. Because of majority workers-population still in primary degrees. The distinguishes educational between city and county in West Sumatera, especially in SDN 12 Koto Baru Dharmasraya makes Islamic Religious Education teacher works even harder in development of Islamic curriculum for students. Second, teacher as a curriculum developer in theoretically has to be able to translate, explain, and transform the values involved in the curriculum to students. In specifically, teachers are required to developed of Syllabus, Learning Perfoming Plan (Rencana Perangkat Pembelajaran/ RPP)11, but, there is a gap between

---

6 BPS Kabupaten Dharmasraya, Kabupaten Dharmasraya dalam Angka, (Dharmasraya: CV. Bhakti Jaya Indonusa, 2018), 112.
9 Interview with Levi Agustina, S.Th.I as the only one of PAI Teacher in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya on 19 November 2019.
ideality and the ability of Islamic Religious Education teacher to applcated of K-13.

Method

This research used the qualitative method which is more concerned about the formation of substantive theories based on empirical data in field study\textsuperscript{12}. The data in this research were gathered from literature review, observation, and in-depth interview from teacher and students in SDN 12 Koto Baru. The data analyzed with reduction, presentation, and conclusion. The researcher analysis was done from literature data and field data based on Miles and Huberman’s theory focusing on data reduction, presentation, conclusion, and data verification\textsuperscript{13}.

Islamic Curriculum

Curriculum as the design of entire activities provided to achieve education purposes has a central function, at least in personality enrichment\textsuperscript{14}. The term of curriculum has many definitions. According to Pratt, Barrow, and Milburn the curriculum began as Latin word which means “the course of race”. Another term according to Cicero that correlated of curriculum with curriculum vitae of somebody or the way of thinking. The term of curriculum used to educational until 19\textsuperscript{th} century\textsuperscript{15}. In 20\textsuperscript{th}, the concept of curriculum has more expanded as according to Toombs and

\textsuperscript{13} Matthew B. Miles, A. M. Huberman, and J. Saldana, Qualitative Data Analysis: A Methods Sourcebooks. (London: SAGE Publications, 2014), p, 12.0
Tierney\textsuperscript{16} said that curriculum is the limitless concept in entire program of students activities. The curriculum as the part of student life not only in formal education, but also informal and non-formal education which is means students are the curriculum itself.

The curriculum of differences concept based on experts perception in education, as purposes, matters, and learning processes. This global terms also has similarity with national concept in Indonesia according to The Act of The Republic of Indonesia Number 20, Year 2003 on National Education System, curriculum means a set of plans and regulations about the aims, content and material of lessons and the method employed as the guidelines for the implementation of learning activities to achieve given education objectives\textsuperscript{17}.

Generally, the curriculum contain four components, which are purposes, matters/subjects (content organization), learning processes, and evaluation\textsuperscript{18}. First, the purposes is expected something or direction to achieved based or management principles. In learning processes. refers to national goals, institutional goals, curricular goals, and instructional goals. Second, the matters or subjects contained scientific knowledge and student experiences based on child developmental (social, moral, and intellectual), also based on theory, principle, and concept\textsuperscript{19}. Third, the learning processes contained method, model, and strategy conducted by teachers in classroom. Fourth, the evaluation with objectivity

\begin{footnotes}
\item[17] Minister of National Education Republic of Indonesia, \textit{Act of The Republic of Indonesia on National Education System}, 7.
\end{footnotes}
principle to measuring of student achievement, measurement, and enrichment in knowledge, skills, and attitude. The evaluation is systematically activity by the teacher to monitoring of progesitivity and learning activity of student (output-outcomes).

Regarding the conception of curriculum, in this paper researcher defined the curriculum is a set of tools and systematically process in educational program, learning processes with flexibility on knowledge development. The curriculum as fundamental in educational system aims to local educational, national, curriculer, and religion based on human society increment to the subject and object of education.

The basis of national education conception also applicable to Islamic education as well. Basically, the curriculum in Islamic term is the set of program in teaching and learning activity in a systemic and dinamic of Islam’s spirit. Curriculum in the Islamic view is integrated of subjects in education system. Literally, curriculum also known as manhaj in Islam perspective means light path passed by teacher and student to developed of knowledge, skills, and moral. Other than that, Islamic curriculum is the planned and implemented educational program in order to achieved of Islamic purposes in education. The aims of Islamic curriculum mentioned in Q.S Al-Baqarah: 30 and Q.S Adz-Dazariyat: 56, included all of human aspects; society, biology, philosophy, sociology, psychology, theology, and so on.

Theoretically, Islamic curriculum aims to student progresitivity, faithfully to Allah SWT, extensivity knowledge, and well attitude.

For this reason to achieved the purposes Islamic curriculum guided by *Kompetensi Inti* (*KI* / core competencies) and *Kompetensi Dasar* (*KD* / basic competencies) derived from National Curriculum system by *Badan Standar Nasional Pendidikan (BSNP)* / National Education Standards Agency based on curriculum development principles. Either national curriculum and Islamic curriculum, both of them contain hidden curriculum and written curriculum. In application, Islamic Religious as the subject and part of national curriculum formulated into *Kompetensi Inti* (core competence) and *Kompetensi Dasar* (basic competence) in written curriculum. Meanwhile, the hidden curriculum is the learning processes between teacher and student. So, the Islamic curriculum considered two aspects, textual and contextual that transformed and formulated in learning process between student and teacher wherever they are while conducted of knowledge based on Qur’an and Hadith as primary sources of Islam, especially in Islamic Religious Education.

**The Development of Curriculum 13 (K-13) in Islamic Education**

The development of K-13 based on variety rational factors. First, internal challenges is educational condition with eight standards (National Standards) in Government Regulations of Indonesia Number 31, Year 2003 the changes Number 19, Year 2005 on National Education Standards, that are content standard, process standard, graduate competency standard, teacher and staff standard, facilities and infrastructure standard, management standard, finance standard, and education assesment standard. The purposes of implementation through this standards in educational systems are

---


empower, embody, and enrichment of national education and dignified civilization in according to local, national, and global changes. Second, faced external challenges corellated with globalization issues, industrial era 4.0, environtment problems, information and technology development, creative industry and culture expansion, so the development of Islamic curriculum will be expected to solve part of problems contemporary and modern people.

According to Muhaimin, there are strategies to development of curriculum based on academic subject approaches, humanity approach, technology approach, and social reconstruction approach. First, the academic subject approach regarding to education program take from systematizing each of matter discipline. Practically, the curriculum development in this aspect applied with set of matters or subject for student. For example, in Islamic curriculum is Qur’an and Hadith, faith, moral, history if Islam transformed into subject such as Qur’an Hadith, Sejarah Kebudayaan Islam (SKI)/ History of Islam, and Akidah/ beliefs. Second, the humanity approach focused on humanism contextuality to developed of human value as basis of phylosophy, theory, evaluation, and education development program. In Islamic views, the humanity aspect comes from the integrated of human between spirit and body as basis potentials from God to actualize in real life activity. Third, technology approach based on competency analysis assumse needed by certain tasks. In Islamic curriculum development, this approach used to emphasized in ‘know how’ or doing several task. Such as doing Salat, Hajj, funeral prayer, and others. The technology approach contained problem study analysis, planning, organizing, implementation, and

---

assessment. So, this approach required for student works, from the process program, learning output-outcomes, and evaluation with undercontrol of measurement and assessment could it be effective, efficient, and advantages expected.

Social reconstruction approach in curriculum construction or education program comes from society problems in applied of technology and knowledge with collaborated and cooperated ways. So, in Islamic curriculum development for Islamic Religious Education has to deal with society-environmental problems in used to technology and information for problem solved and community reconstruction. As the mentor, the Islamic Religious Education teacher guided students and evaluation in learning process. The development of curriculum based on Muhaimin perspective integrated with theoretical and practical in learning activity between teacher and student with community prospective.

The Problematics and Development Islamic Religious Education Teacher in SDN 12 Koto Baru

Dharmasraya as transmigration region with diversity citizen still in efforts to conducted of K-13, especially in SDN 12 Koto Baru. Generally, this school has seven primary subjects that are Pendidikan Agama Islam (PAI) / Islamic Religious Education, Pendidikan Kewarganegaraan (PKn)/ Civic Education, Bahasa Indonesia/ Indonesian Language, Math, Science, Social, Arts and Sports.
Table 1

The Subjects in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya
(Gathered from documentation November 19, 2019 at 12.19 pm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti (Islamic Religious Education and Character)</td>
<td>I-VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>PKn (Civic education)</td>
<td>I-VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian Language)</td>
<td>I-VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Matematika (Mathematics)</td>
<td>I-VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>IPA (Natural Sciences)</td>
<td>IV-VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>IPS (Social Sciences)</td>
<td>IV-VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>SBDP (Seni Budaya dan Prakarya) (Cultural Arts and Crafts)</td>
<td>I-VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Pendidikan Jasmani Olahraga dan Kesehatan (Sports physical Education and health)</td>
<td>I-VI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differences contained in subject of Natural Science and Social Science only in grade 4th and 6th in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya, for the rest there is no difference of subjects. Meanwhile, the subject of Islamic Religious Education also contained Budi Pekerti (character) as the united subject and implemented at the same time in learning process to the students.
The problematics has going through by Islamic Religious Education teacher in K-13 implementation and development, particularly in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya. In this section, researcher divided into external factors and the internal factors.

For internal factor, Islamic Religious Education teacher found many problems, the first: they have to deal with hard time in implementation of K-13 to the students with self-oriented study and observing while learning process happened. The K-13 more emphasized with pictures and story telling with less theory in order to providing knowledge. Otherwise, in Islamic Religious Education as the subject with many theories have to learned by students, for example definition about Salat, Ramadan or fasting, and many theoretical things. According to the interview, Islamic Religious Education teacher still comfort with the previous curriculum (Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan/KTSP). Because of KTSP applied with teacher centered based learning, the matter inside PAI could it be easier delivered and well-understood for the students, especially for trans-student rather than K-13 and also the purposes of KTSP also involved of student in learning process. Second, the Islamic Religious Education teacher has difficulties with management and documents presentation, such as students daily paper sheet, Learning Perfoming Plan/RPP, and other extra task from school and headmaster to the teacher for some trainingush. The third, lack of teaching materials causes problem with students

---

26 Interview with Levi Agustina, S.Th.I as the only one of PAI Teacher in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya on 21 December 2019.
27 Interview with Anugerah Ramadhan as one of student at 2th grade in SD 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya on 21 December 2019.
29 Interview with Levi Agustina, S.Th.I as the only one of PAI Teacher in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya on 21 December 2019.
understanding. They also have many educative administrative assignments to be done. **Fourth,** the teacher conditional and competency. Although, not all of teachers are married but in this case PAI teacher mostly feels not really to take handle with many assignment.

For external factor (fifth) is the Islamic Religious Education teachers have passive student causes difficulty to apply active learning because of their like learning activity purposes (cognitive, affective, and psychomotor) and student-centered approach learning.

**Conclusion**

The problem of Islamic education teachers in transmigration areas can be summarized into five things. They are **first,** they have to deal with time management active learning. **Second,** documents management, such as students daily paper sheet, Learning Perfoming Plan/RPP, and other extra task from school and headmaster to the teacher for some training. **Third,** lack of teaching materials causes.

---


32 *Interview with Levi Agustina, S.Th.I as the only one of PAI Teacher in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya on 21 December 2019.*


35 *Interview with Levi Agustina, S.Th.I as the only one of PAI Teacher in SDN 12 Koto Baru, Dharmasraya on 21 December 2019.*
Fourth, the problem of teacher conditional and competency. Fifth, they have passive student.

All these problems have caused Islamic religious education teachers in the transmigration area to work hard to develop curriculum in accordance with the demands of global development
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